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1 / TORE SUPRA PLASMA CHARACTERISTICS

TORE SUPRA current recently reached 1.9MA exceeding the 1.7MA design
value. Experiments are usually carried out with D.C. 4 Tesla toroidal field.
Discharges are either leaning on the graphite inner first wall or limited by
movable pump limiters located outboard and at the bottom of the vacuum
chamber. The plasma major radius can be changed, typically from 2.25m to 2.45m,
the maximum minor radius is .8m for either situation. Density is controlled by
preprogrammed of feedback gas puffing and by pellet fuelling. Both deuterium
and helium have been used, the volume average density was varied from
1.10l9m-3 to 4.10^m-S.
A l.MA D2 typical discharge with density 2.1019nr3 has ion and electron central
energy of l.SkeV and 2.2keV respectively. Energy lifetime from diamagnetic
measurements is .18s in accordance with integration of local energy content.

2 / RADIATIVEPHENOMENA.
a) experiments

In this section, we investigate particular plasma conditions which lead to Marfes
and Detached Plasmas in ohmically heated He and D2 discharges limited by the
inner wall (major radius Ro=2.31m, minor radius a=.75m). Marfes and Detached
Plasmas are studied with various space and time resolved diagnostics:
Bolometers [1] (16 vertical chords), I.R.interferometers (5 vertical chords), E.C.E
Michelson giving Te profiles along the major radius, Soft Xrays (43 vertical
chords), and Ha signal (18 vertical chords). The line integrated data are inverted
using the equilibria identified by the IDENTC magnetic code. Plasma parameters
are 2.<B-r<4.T, .3<Ip<1.8MA, l.<ne<4.lQWm-*, TeO<2.5keV. For this study the key
parameter is the M.q product, M is the Murakami parameter and q the safety
factor - M.q=1.6p with p=7ia2ne/Ip as defined in [2]. The maximum M.q value
corresponds to the density limit.
On Tore Supra the ratio of the total radiated power to the ohmic power is found
to grow linearly with M.q. The slope for He is approximately one third of the
slope for D2 (fig.2).
The following phenomena: Attached Plasma, Marfe, Detached plasma, have
characteristic signatures on radiation profiles (fig 1 raw profiles). They are



sequentially observed when the M.q product is risen. The inverse sequence may
be observed when M.q is decreased. For a given gas and a given impurity
content the thresholds for transitions from Attached Plasmas to Marfes and from
Marfes to Detached Plasmas ,like the density limit itself, correspond to particular
M.q values.

b) Attached plasmas
Attached plasmas are characterized by a strong poloidal asymmetry in the non
inverted radiated power profiles, with a maximum located in front of the inner
wall, due to gas recycling. The ratio of the radiated power in the asymmetrical
part of the profile to the total radiated power (Pasy /Prad ) i s also found to grow
linearly with M.q (fig 3), the slope is the same for He and DZ,.
For very clean He discharges , the ratio Pasy/Prad reached 60% for
M^=IS(IO19In2T-1), and 35% for M.q=8.5 in D2. When M.q is risen above these
thresholds, plasmas enter in the poloidally moving Marfes region [3], and the
profile asymmetry begins to decrease.

c) Marfes
Marfes are initialized in the equatorial plane, on the high field side, and then
move up (in the ion drift direction) on a time scale of several seconds even
during steady state plasma operation. The poloidal extension of the Marfe is
about 30° and the line integrated density perturbation is about 1018nv2 as
observed when the Marfe crosses the LR. interferometer inner chord. When M.q
reaches 16. or 17. for He, or 9. for Da the bolometer profile asymmetry reaches a
very low level plasma gets detached.

d)Detached plasmas
Plasma detachment phases are monitored by the reduction of the Ha signal [4]
integrated along a line of sight which intercepts the inner wall in the equatorial
plane, i.e. where the plasma-wall interaction is maximum. Usually for attached
plasma this signal is roughly proportional to the plasma current, this
relationship disappears when the plasma detaches (fig 4). Detached plasmas are
produced during dynamical phases i.e. gas puffing or current decay [SJ.Common
features for Detached Plasmas are: the radiated power approximately equals the
ohmic power , radiation are coming from a very poloidally symmetric shell
localized at the plasma edge, the plasma radius become much smaller than the
radius defined by the main limiter (inner wall), all profiles ,electron density,
electron temperature, soft Xrays, contract in the radial direction, the hot plasma
core is surrounded with a ccld and tenuous plasma.
On Tore Supra plasma detachments may also be observed during the initial
rise of the plasma current. In this case temperature profiles are found very
peaked all along the fast current ramp up (fig.Sb). This temperature profile
evolution have to be correlated with anomalous current diffusivity effect [6],
Detached plasma phases are often terminated by a series of minor disruptions
corresponding to the density limit effect. Density limit is encountered for M.q=25
in He and M.q=10. in DÏ . One effect of the first minor disruption is to re-attached
the plasma to the main limiter, in a time scale less than 10 ms. The minor
disruptions are accompanied by inward motions of the plasma column. On
figure 4 the plasma current oscillations at the end of the discharge are due to



these minor disruptions,the delay between the plasma current and the Ha signal
is given by the integration time (32ms) on Ho.

e)profiles evolution
This sequence of events is for example observed on the He discharge 2246. This
discharge is not in the cleanest He discharge series, so that the transitions
expressed in M.q are:

A.P. < 5.5 < Marfe < 7 < O.P. £ 12 = D.L.
Figure 1 and figure 4 show that plasma evolves from detached in the current rise
(Tl=.24s ) to Attached Plasma (T2=1.96s) ,goes to Marfe regime (T3=2.5s ) and
then back to detached phase during current decay (T4=2.97s). Figure 5a shows the
evolution of the radiating shell obtained by Abel inversion at T2 and T4. At T2
only the outer half profile is inverted . At T4 both ohmic and radiated power are
equal to 80OkW , the maximum emissivity is 85 kW/m3 at r/a=.5,and O. for r/a >
.7. Fig 5.b gives the electron temperature profiles on the equatorial plane for
T1,T2 and T4 . At Tl the profile is nearly triangular with Te < 5OeV at r/a=.5. At
T4, the temperature on axis is still 1.2keV,and is well below 5OeV for r/a a .5. The
temperature profile at T4 presents a large Shafranov shift ,which agrees with the
high internal inductance (li=2.8) given by IDENTC with 6pol=0.1. Figure 5.c gives
the electron density profiles at T2 and T4. On the current flat top qa=7 and
qo = 1.05, at T4 qa=12.5 and q0 drops below 1. O, IDENTC localizes the q=3 surface
at r/a=.5. Figure 6. shows soft xrays profiles evolution from attached to detached
plasma for D2 shot 2340.

3 / CONCLUSIONS

1) The ratio of radiated power to ohmic power is found to grow linearly with M.q
2) Attached plasma, Marfe, Detached plasma are sequentially observed

when M.q is risen.
3) Detached plasma with an effective radius as small as .7 time the limiter radius

was observed on TORE SUPRA.
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